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Computer Sciences at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, under a contract

with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, has developed the SCALE system1 for

performing standardized criticality, shielding, and heat transfer analyses

of nuclear systems. During the early phase of shielding development in

SCALE, it was established that Monte Carlo calculations of radiation levels

exterior to a spent fuel shipping cask would be extremely expensive. This

cost can be substantially reduced by proper biasing of the Monte Carlo his-

tories. The purpose of this study is to develop and test an automated

biasing procedure for the MORSE-SGC/S module of the SCALE system.

MORSE-SGC/S has provisions for several biasing schemes: emergent par-

ticle energy biasing, source energy biasing, Russian roulette, splitting,

and path length stretching. The efficiency of the calculation is deter-

mined by the proper specification of the parameters required to use these

schemes. It has been shown that a near optimal importance function for

selection of emergent particle parameters is the adjoint flux, and that the

event-value function is the proper biasing function for path length selec-

tion.2'3 in this work, these adjoint functions are generated for a

geometrically- simplified (one-dimensional) shipping cask model with the
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• SCALE system nodule XSDRNPK-S and are used to specify the appropriate

parameters for all the biasing schemes in MORSE-SGC/S.

A one-to-one correspondence is made between the zones, IZ, of

XSDRNPM-S and the importance regions, IR, in MORSE-SGC/S. The zone and

group dependent adjoint flux calculated by XSDRNPM-S, $*(IG,IZ), is used

directly as the importance function for selection of the emergent particle

energy, i.e. EPROB(IG,IR) in MORSE-SGC/S. Source energy biasing is

treated in an identical manner, i.e. BFS(IG) •» f*(IG,IS), where EPS is the

source energy importance function and IS is the XSDRNPM-S region

that contains the forward source.

Since it has been shown* that in near optimal calculations the parti-

cle weights are inversely proportional to the adjoint flux, we set the Rus- •

sian roulette survival weights as follows:

**(IG,IS) (1)

S(IG)

where S(IG) is the source spectrum and §(IG) is the biased source spectrum.

In a similar manner, the weight above which splitting occurs in MOBSE-

SGC/S, WTHI(IG,IR), is determined by the lowest adjoint flux in XSDRNPM-S

zone IZ; the weight below which Russian roulette is played, WTLO(IG,IR), is

determined by the largest $ in IZ.

In MORSE-SGC/S, path length stretching is accomplished by selecting

the number of mean free paths, n» to the next collision site from the fol-

lowing probability density function (pdf):

= U-PATH(IG,IR)*DIREC)



where DIREC is the cosine of the angle between the particle direction and a

vector from the last collision site to the detector. In this work,

PATH(IG,IR) is determined by considering only those particles traveling in

the most important direction, i.e., DIREC r 1. For these particles, the

path length is selected from:

fi(n) = (1-PATH(IG,IR» eTtt

A good approximation to the optimal pdf2*^ is

. WCIG.IM) e ^

Jw(IG,IM) e"ndn

where W(IM,IG) is the event-value function from the XSDRNP^S

calculation for a particle at spatial interval IM and energy group IG

traveling in the most forward direction. The PATH(IG,IR) parameters are

determined such that the mean square error between f< and f2 i 3 minim-

ized.5

The dry shipping cask shown in Figure 1 was analyzed with the tech-

niques described in this paper. Complete Computational details can be

found in Reference 5. Calculated neutron doses are shown in Table 1. For

comparison and validation, this calculation was also performed with the S n

code DOT-IV. The excellent agreement between MORSE-SGC/S and DOT-IV6 is

apparent. The considerable saving associated with the Honte Carlo calcula-

tion relative to the discrete ordinates calculation should also be noted.

The results obtained for neutron and gamma ray transport indicate that

relatively inexpensive Monte Carlo calculations are possible for wet and

dry shipping casks using the automated biasing approach described in this

paper.
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Figure 1. Depleted-Uranium Shipping Cask for the Sample Problem.



Table 1

Neutron Dose for Dry Depleted-Uranium Shipping Cask

Detector Location
Neutron Dose (mr/hr)

Axial

91.4 cm above upper surface

182.9 cm above upper surface

Radial

91.4 cm off surface on midplane

182.9 cm off surface on midplane

Corner, 91.4 cm from rim at 45

Running timeD for 5 detectors
(IBM-3033 minutes)

MORSE-SGC/S

18.10 2.10a

5.70 0.65

38.10 1.90

18.20 0.65

8.73 0.58

10.8

DOT-IV

18.20

5.65

36.0

17.9

8.62

97.2

aOne standard deviation.

For the MORSE-SGC/S calculation, the running time includes that of the
XSDRNPM-S adjoint calculation; for the DOT-IV calculation, the running time
includes that of the FALSTAF calculations.
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